
Motor Toolkit

The Siemens Motor Toolkit (patent 
pending) is the most powerful motor 
app ever designed for a mobile device. 
Motor Toolkit delivers comprehensive 
industry resources and connects 
industry professional motor support 
anywhere, anytime. Available on the 
iPhone and iPad, Motor Toolkit provides 
a wealth of information to help you 

broaden your knowledge of induction 
motors and find solutions that meet 
your motor challenges.

Whether you’re looking to upgrade   
your equipment with a new motor, 
order spare parts or troubleshoot your 
application in the field, the Motor 
Toolkit Camera feature connects you  

to our Siemens product or service 
teams. In a world where a failed  
motor can shut down processes and 
cost hundreds of thousands of dollars  
in lost product time, the Motor Toolkit 
contains critical information and  
direct communication channels with 
Siemens to respond preventatively  
and immediately to a motor problem.

Motor Toolkit
Mobile Motor App for the  
21st Century Engineer

usa.siemens.com/motors

Download 
Now in the 
App Store!



The Most Powerful Motor App Ever Designed  
for a Mobile Device

Key Features

• Take a picture of any Siemens nameplate and get fast 
motor support

• Forget a basic motor formula? No problem. Use common 
industry formulas to get quick results

• Plan your project with the Lead Team Calculator

• E-mail motor resources and training material straight from 
the app

• Learn more about motor basics and where motors are used 
along with trouble shooting advice from Siemens motor 
experts through our White Papers

• Find the right motor for your project by accessing motor 
features and viewing dimension prints to see how the 
equipment fits into your application

• Find contact information to support your quotation and 
technical needs, connect the right web site, look for 
solutions in other Siemens apps and understand more 
about what Siemens offers

• Stay current with the latest trends in industry and how 
Siemens solutions are making companies more 
competitive
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The technical data presented in this document is based on an actual case or on 
as-designed parameters, and therefore should not be relied upon for any specific 
application and does not constitute a performance guarantee for any projects. 
Actual results are dependent on variable conditions. Accordingly, Siemens does not 
make representations, warranties, or assurances as to the accuracy, currency or 
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